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In 2004 the ISO/MPEG Audio standardization group started a new work item on efficient
and backward-compatible coding of high-quality multichannel sound using parametric coding
techniques. Finalized in the fall of 2006, the resulting MPEG Surround specification allows
the transmission of surround sound at bit rates that have been commonly used for coding of
mono or stereo sound. The results of the standardization process are summarized by describ-
ing the underlying ideas and providing an overview of the MPEG Surround technology. The
performance of the scheme is characterized by the results of recent verification tests. These
tests include several operation modes as they would be used in typical application scenarios
to introduce multichannel audio into existing audio services.

0 INTRODUCTION

In 2004 the ISO/MPEG Audio standardization group
started a new work item on efficient and backward-
compatible coding of high-quality multichannel sound us-
ing parametric coding techniques. Specifically, the tech-
nology to be developed should be based on the spatial
audio coding (SAC) approach, which extends traditional
approaches for coding of two or more channels in a way

that provides several significant advantages, in terms of
both compression efficiency and features. First it allows
the transmission of multichannel audio at bit rates that so
far only allowed for the transmission of monophonic au-
dio. Second, by its underlying structure, the multichannel
audio signal is transmitted in a backward-compatible way.
As such the technology can be used to upgrade existing
distribution infrastructures for stereo or mono audio con-
tent (radio channels, Internet streaming, music downloads,
and so on) toward the delivery of multichannel audio
while retaining full compatibility with existing receivers.
After an intense development process, the resulting MPEG
Surround specification was finalized in the second half of
2006 [1], [2].
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This paper summarizes the results of the standardization
process by describing the underlying ideas and providing
an overview of the MPEG Surround technology. Special
attention is given to the results of the recent MPEG Sur-
round verification tests that assess the technology’s per-
formance in several operation modes as they would be
used in typical application scenarios introducing multi-
channel audio into existing audio services.

Sections 1 and 2 illustrate the basic approach and the
MPEG standardization process that was executed to de-
velop the MPEG Surround specification. The core of the
MPEG Surround architecture and its further extensions are
described in Sections 3 and 4. Finally system performance
and applications are discussed.

1 SPATIAL AUDIO CODING BASICS

In a nutshell the general underlying concept of SAC
can be outlined as follows. Rather than performing a dis-
crete coding of the individual audio input channels, a sys-
tem based on SAC captures the spatial image of a multi-
channel audio signal into a compact set of parameters that
can be used to synthesize a high-quality multichannel
representation from a transmitted downmix signal. Fig. 1
illustrates this concept. During the encoding process the
spatial parameters (cues) are extracted from the multi-
channel input signal. These parameters typically include
level/intensity differences and measures of correlation/
coherence between the audio channels and can be repre-
sented in an extremely compact way. At the same time a
monophonic or two-channel downmix signal of the sound
material is created and transmitted to the decoder together
with the spatial cue information. The downmix can be
conveyed to the receiver using known audio coders for
monophonic or stereophonic signals. On the decoding
side the transmitted downmix signal is expanded into a high-
quality multichannel output based on the spatial parameters.

Due to the reduced number of audio channels to be
transmitted (such as just one channel for a monophonic
downmix signal), the SAC approach provides an ex-
tremely efficient representation of multichannel audio sig-
nals. Furthermore it is backward compatible on the level of
the downmix signal. A receiver device without a spatial
audio decoder will simply present the downmix signal.

Conceptually this approach can be seen as an enhance-
ment of several known techniques, such as an advanced

method for joint stereo coding of multichannel signals [3],
a generalization of parametric stereo [4], [5] to multichan-
nel application, and an extension of the binaural cue cod-
ing (BCC) scheme [6], [7] toward using more than one
transmitted downmix channel [8]. From a different view-
ing angle, the SAC approach may also be considered an
extension of well-known matrix-surround schemes (Dolby
Surround/Prologic,9 Logic 7,10 Circle Surround,11 and so on)
[9], [10] by transmission of dedicated (spatial cue) side
information to guide the multichannel reconstruction pro-
cess and thus achieve improved subjective audio quality [11].

Due to the combination of bit-rate efficiency and back-
ward compatibility, SAC technology can be used to en-
hance a large number of existing mono or stereo services
from stereophonic (or monophonic) to multichannel trans-
mission in a compatible fashion. To this aim the existing
audio transmission channel carries the downmix signal,
and the spatial parameter information is conveyed in a side
chain (such as the ancillary data portion of an audio bit
stream). In this way multichannel capability can be
achieved for existing audio distribution services for a
minimal increase in bit rate, such as between 3 and 32 kbit/s.

2 MPEG SURROUND DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

In March 2004 the ISO/MPEG standardization group
started a new work item on SAC by issuing a call for
proposals (CfP) on SAC [12]. Four submissions were re-
ceived in response to this CfP and evaluated with respect
to a number of performance aspects, including the subjec-
tive quality of the decoded multichannel audio signal, the
subjective quality of the downmix signals generated, the
spatial parameter bit rate, and other parameters (additional
functionality, computational complexity, and so on).

As a result of these extensive evaluations, MPEG de-
cided that the basis for the subsequent standardization pro-
cess, called reference model 0 (RM0), would be a system
combining the submissions of Fraunhofer IIS/Agere Sys-
tems and Coding Technologies/Philips. These systems

9Dolby, Pro Logic, and Dolby Surround are registered trade-
marks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp.

10Logic 7 is a registered trademark of Harman International
Industries.

11Circle Surround is a registered trademark of SRS Labs.

Fig. 1. Principle of spatial audio coding.
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outperformed the other submissions and, at the same time,
showed complementary performance in terms of other pa-
rameters (for example, per-item quality, bit rate) [13]. The
merged RM0 technology (now called MPEG Surround)
combines the best features of both individual submissions
and was found to fully meet (and even surpass) the per-
formance expectation [14], [15]. The successful develop-
ment of RM0 set the stage for the subsequent improve-
ment process of this technology, which was carried out
collaboratively within the MPEG Audio group. After a
period of active technological development, the MPEG
Surround specification was frozen in the second half of
2006 and its performance confirmed by the final verifica-
tion test report in January 2007.

3 BASIC CONCEPTS OF MPEG SURROUND

While a detailed description of the MPEG Surround
technology is beyond the scope of this paper, this section
provides a brief overview of the most salient underlying
concepts. An extended description of the technology can
be found in [14], [16]–[18]. Refinements of this basic
framework will be described in the subsequent section.

3.1 Filter-Bank and Top-Level Structure

In the human auditory system the processing of binaural
cues is performed on a nonuniform frequency scale [19],
[20]. Hence in order to estimate spatial parameters from a
given input signal, it is important to transform its time-
domain representation to a representation that resembles
this nonuniform scale by using an appropriate filter bank.

For applications including low-bit-rate audio coding,
the MPEG Surround decoder is typically applied as a post-
processor to a low-bit-rate (mono or stereo) decoder. In
order to minimize computational complexity, it would be
beneficial if the MPEG Surround system could directly
make use of the spectral representation of the audio ma-
terial provided by the audio decoder. In practice, however,
spectral representations for the purpose of audio coding
are typically obtained by means of critically sampled filter
banks [for example, using a modified discrete cosine trans-
form (MDCT) [21] and are not suitable for signal manipu-
lation as this would interfere with the aliasing cancellation
properties associated with critically sampled filter banks.
The spectral band replication (SBR) algorithm [22] is an

important exception in this respect. Similar to the SAC/
MPEG Surround approach, the SBR algorithm is a post-
processing algorithm that works on top of a conventional
(band-limited) low-bit-rate audio decoder and allows the
reconstruction of a full-bandwidth audio signal. It employs
a complex-modulated quadrature mirror filter (QMF) bank
to obtain a uniformly distributed, oversampled frequency
representation of the audio signal. The MPEG Surround
technology takes advantage of this QMF filter bank, which
is used as part of a hybrid structure to obtain an efficient
nonuniform frequency resolution [5], [23]. Furthermore,
by grouping filter-bank outputs for spatial parameter
analysis and synthesis, the frequency resolution for spatial
parameters can be varied extensively while applying a
single filter-bank configuration. More specifically, the
number of parameters to cover the full frequency range
(number of parameter bands) can be varied from only a
few (for low-bit-rate applications) up to 28 (for high-
quality processing) to closely mimic the frequency reso-
lution of the human auditory system. A detailed descrip-
tion of the hybrid filter-bank in the context of MPEG
Surround can be found in [14].

The top-level structure of the MPEG Surround decoder
is illustrated in Fig. 2, showing a three-step process that
converts the supplied downmix into the multichannel out-
put signal. First the input signal is decomposed into fre-
quency bands by means of a hybrid QMF analysis filter
bank. Next the multichannel output signal is generated by
means of the spatial synthesis process, which is controlled
by the spatial parameters conveyed to the decoder. This
synthesis is carried out on the subband signals obtained
from the hybrid filter bank in order to apply the time and
frequency-dependent spatial parameters to the corresponding
time–frequency region (or “tile”) of the signal. Finally the
output subband signals are converted back to the time do-
main by means of a set of hybrid QMF synthesis filter banks.

3.2 Structure of Spatial Synthesis
MPEG Surround provides great flexibility in terms of

the input, downmix, and decoder channel configurations.
This flexibility is obtained by using relatively simple con-
ceptual elements, which can be grouped to build more
complex coder structures. The two most important ele-
ments are referred to as one-to-two (OTT) and two-to-
three (TTT) elements. The numbers refer to the input and
output channel configurations of each element at the de-

Fig. 2. High-level overview of MPEG Surround synthesis.
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coder side. In other words, an OTT element describes two
output channels by means of a single input channel, ac-
companied by spatial parameters. Similarly, the TTT ele-
ment characterizes three output channels by means of a
stereo input signal and parameters. Each conceptual de-
coder element has a corresponding encoder element that
extracts spatial parameters and generates a downmix from
its input signals. Using the two building blocks many en-
coder and decoder configurations can be built that encode
a multichannel signal into a downmix and parameters, or
conversely decode a downmix into a multichannel signal
based on spatial parameters. An example decoder is out-
lined in Fig. 9, illustrating the basic idea of connecting the
building blocks into an MPEG Surround decoder. The
various encoding and decoding elements are described in
more detail subsequently.

3.2.1 OTT Elements
At the encoder side the OTT encoder element, also re-

ferred to as reverse-one-to-two (R-OTT) module, extracts
two types of spatial parameters and creates a downmix
(and a residual) signal. The OTT encoder element is vir-
tually identical to a parametric stereo coder [5], [23] and is
based on similar principles as binaural cue coding (BCC,
[6], [7]). The following spatial parameters are extracted
for each parameter band:

• Channel level difference (CLD) This is the level dif-
ference between the two input channels. Nonuniform
quantization on a logarithmic scale is applied to the
CLD parameters, where the quantization has a high ac-
curacy close to 0 dB and a coarser resolution when there
is a large difference in level between the input channels
(as is in line with psychoacoustics).

• Interchannel coherence/cross correlation (ICC) It rep-
resents the coherence or cross correlation between the
two input channels. A nonuniform quantization is ap-
plied to the ICC parameters.

The residual signal represents the error associated with
representing the two signals by their downmix and asso-
ciated parameters and, in principle, enables full multichan-
nel waveform reconstruction at the decoder side (see the
section on residual coding).

At the decoder side the OTT element recreates two
channels from the single downmix channel and the spatial
parameters. This is visualized in Fig. 3. The OTT module
takes the single input signal and creates a decorrelated
version of the same by means of a decorrelator D. These
two signals are mixed together based on the CLD param-
eter and the ICC parameter. The CLD parameter controls

the energy distribution of the input signal between the two
output signals, and the ICC parameter controls the amount
of decorrelated signal mixed into the two output signals. If
a residual signal is present, the decorrelated signal is re-
placed by this residual.

3.2.2 TTT Elements
The TTT encoder element (R-TTT) generates a stereo

downmix signal from three input channels, accompanied
by spatial parameters. More specifically, the stereo down-
mix l0, r0 is a linear combination of the three input signals
l, c, and r, in which the center input signal c is represented
as phantom center in the stereo downmix. To provide
three-channel reconstruction at the decoder side, two
CPCs are transmitted. An additional ICC-coded parameter
provides compensation for the prediction loss at the de-
coder side based on statistical properties rather than on
waveform reconstruction principles. Similar to the OTT
element, the TTT encoder element also provides a residual
signal that may be transmitted to enable full waveform
reconstruction at the decoder side. A detailed description
of the TTT element and its various operation modes is
provided in [24].

Conversely the TTT decoder module recreates three
channels based on the two downmix channels and the
corresponding parameters. The ICC codec parameter
quantifying the prediction loss can be used to compensate
for the prediction loss either by means of gain adjustment
of the output signal, or by means of adding a decorrelated
signal, or by means of a residual signal, corresponding to
the prediction loss.

3.2.3 Tree-Structured Parameterization
Since OTT and TTT elements can be combined in a

tree-structured manner to build more complex coder struc-
tures, many different channel configurations can be sup-
ported in a flexible way. The following two example con-
figurations describe the encoding of 5.1 surround sound
into a downmix and its decoding back to 5.1 multichannel
for a mono and a stereo downmix, respectively.

Fig. 4 shows how to combine several R-OTT modules
into a multichannel encoder that encodes a multichannel
into a mono downmix and the corresponding parameters.
For every R-OTT module CLD and ICC parameters are
derived as well as a possible residual signal. (The residual
may be omitted if the lowest bit rate overhead possible is
desired.) The signals L, Ls, C, LFE, R, and Rs denote the
left front, left surround, center, low-frequency effects,
right front, and right surround channels, respectively.

In Fig. 5 the parameterization corresponding to the tree
structure of Fig. 4 is visualized. The tree-structured pa-
rameterization combines the channels into larger groups of
channels, and for every such combination of groups it
derives parameters describing how to separate the groups
given the parameters and the combined group. Hence the
CLD and ICC parameters with the subscript 2 describe
how to separate the Ls and Rs channels from each other
given the combination of the two and the corresponding
parameters. Similarly, the CLD and ICC parameters withFig. 3. Basic principle of OTT module.
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the subscript 0 describe how to separate a combination of
the surround channel (Ls and Rs) from a combination of
all the front channels (C, LFS, L, and R) given the com-
bination of the two groups and the corresponding parameters.

Among the many conceivable configurations of MPEG
Surround, the encoding of 5.1 surround sound into two-
channel stereo is particularly attractive in view of its back-
ward compatibility with existing stereo consumer devices.
Fig. 6 shows a block diagram of an encoder for such a
typical system consisting of one R-TTT and three R-OTT
encoder elements, and Fig. 7 visualizes the parameteriza-
tion for the underlying tree structure.

Similarly, the OTT and TTT elements can be used to
build up a multitude of different encoder/decoder struc-
tures, supporting arbitrary downmixing/upmixing configu-
rations such as 7.1–5.1–7.1 (that is, 7.1 input channels

downmixed to 5.1 downmix channels and subsequently
upmixed again to 7.1 output channels).

On the decoder side the parameterization of the multi-
channel signal can be used to visualize a conceptual upmix
of the downmix signal based on the spatial parameters.
(The next subsection will clarify how the actual signal
flow in the decoder differs from the conceptual upmix
outlined in the following.) Fig. 8 visualizes a conceptual
mono-to-5.1 decoder using OTT modules. The subscripts
of the OTT modules and the parameters match those of the
corresponding encoder illustration (Fig. 4) and parameter-
ization visualization (Fig. 5). Similarly, Fig. 9 displays a
conceptual decoder counterpart to the encoder visualized
in Fig. 6.

All OTT/TTT analysis and synthesis operations are car-
ried out on hybrid QMF filter-bank spectral values without

Fig. 4. OTT tree forming a 5.1-to-mono encoder.

Fig. 5. Multichannel parametirization for a mono-to-5.1 MPEG Surround signal.
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Fig. 6. OTT/TTT tree forming a 5.1-to-stereo encoder.

Fig. 7. Multichannel parameterization for a stereo-to-5.1 MPEG Surround signal.

Fig. 8. Conceptual mono-to-5.1 decoder.
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further algorithmic delay. Thus cascading of analysis and
synthesis modules in a treelike fashion does not create
additional delay in the encoder or decoder.

3.2.4 Flat-Structured MPEG Surround Decoder
Signal Processing

Compared to the conceptual views presented previously
the actual upmix to the multichannel output does not take
place in a tree-structured fashion in an MPEG Surround
decoder. Instead the decoder signal processing happens in
a “flattened” way, that is, the treelike parameterization
visualized by a tree-structured upmix process comprising
several subsequent stages is transformed into a single-
stage operation. This achieves increased computational ef-
ficiency and minimizes possible degradations due to mul-
tiple decorrelation operations, that is, sending the output
from one OTT module comprising a decorrelated signal
component into another OTT module, deriving a new
decorrelated signal component.

As a result the spatial synthesis process, as shown in the
previous tree-structured decoder visualizations, can be de-
scribed by two matrices and decorrelators, as illustrated in

Fig. 10. These matrices map a lower number of input
channels to a higher number of output channels, that is, if
the input signal is a mono downmix, the input signal mul-
tiplied by the premix matrix is a scalar, and if the downmix
input is a stereo signal, the input is a vector of two ele-
ments. Similarly the output is a vector containing one
element for each output channel. The processing takes
place in the subband domain of a filter bank, and hence the
matrix operations are carried out for every sample in every
subband.

The matrix elements are derived from the transmitted
spatial parameters given the specific tree structure used for
the parameterization. The decorrelators correspond to the
decorrelators as part of the OTT and TTT modules.

The input signals are first processed by a premix matrix
in order to ensure that the inputs to the different decor-
relators are of the same level as if the upmix were carried
out in a tree-structured fashion. The postmix matrix mixes
the decorrelated signals with input signals similarly to the
OTT modules, albeit for all OTT modules in a single step.

3.3 Decorrelation
The spatial synthesis stage of the MPEG Surround de-

coder consists of matrixing and decorrelation units. The
decorrelation units are required to synthesize output sig-
nals with a variable degree of correlation between each
other (as dictated by the transmitted ICC parameters) by a
weighted summation of original signal and decorrelator
output [25]. Each decorrelation unit generates an output
signal from an input signal according to the following
properties:

• The coherence between input and output signals is suf-
ficiently close to zero. In this context, coherence is
specified as the maximum of the normalized cross-
correlation function operating on band-pass signals
(with bandwidths sufficiently close to those estimated
from the human hearing system).

• Both the spectral and the temporal envelopes of the out-
put signal are close to those of the incoming signal.Fig. 9. Conceptual stereo-to-5.1 decoder.

Fig. 10. Generalized structure of spatial synthesis process, comprising two mixing matrices (M1, M2) and a set of decorrelators, (D1,
D2, . . . , Dm).
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• The outputs of all decorrelators are mutually incoherent
according to the same constraints as for their input/
output relation.

The decorrelator units are implemented by means of
lattice all-pass filters operating in the QMF domain, in
combination with spectral and temporal enhancement
tools. More information on QMF-domain decorrelators
can be found in [25], [14], and a brief description of the
enhancement by means of temporal envelope shaping
tools is given subsequently.

3.4 Rate/Distortion Scalability
In order to make MPEG Surround usable in as many

applications as possible, it covers a broad range of opera-
tion points in terms of both side information rate and mul-
tichannel audio quality. Naturally there is a tradeoff be-
tween a very sparse parametric description of the signal’s
spatial properties and the desire for the highest possible
sound quality. This is where different applications exhibit
different requirements and thus have their individual op-
timal “operating points.” For example, in the context of
multichannel audio broadcasting with a compressed audio
data rate of approximately 192 kbit/s, emphasis may be
given on achieving very high subjective multichannel
quality, and spending up to 32 kbit/s of spatial cue side
information is feasible. Conversely an Internet streaming
application with a total available rate of 48 kbit/s including
spatial side information (using, for example, MPEG-4 HE-
AAC) will call for a very low side information rate in
order to achieve the best possible overall quality.

In order to provide highest flexibility and cover all con-
ceivable application areas, the MPEG Surround technol-
ogy was equipped with a number of provisions for rate/
distortion scalability. This approach permits to flexibly
select the operating point for the tradeoff between side
information rate and multichannel audio quality without
any change in its generic structure. This concept is illus-
trated in Fig. 11 and relies on several dimensions of scal-
ability that are discussed briefly in the following.

Several important dimensions of scalability originate
from the capability of sending spatial parameters at dif-
ferent granularity and resolution:

• Parameter frequency resolution One degree of free-
dom results from scaling the frequency resolution of

spatial audio processing. While a high number of fre-
quency bands ensures optimum separation between
sound events occupying adjacent frequency ranges, it
also leads to a higher side information rate. Conversely,
reducing the number of frequency bands saves on spatial
overhead and may still provide good quality for most
types of audio signals. Currently the MPEG Surround
syntax covers a flexible parameter band resolution from
28 bands down to a single band.

• Parameter time resolution Another degree of freedom
is available in the temporal resolution of the spatial pa-
rameters, that is, the parameter update rate. The MPEG
Surround syntax covers a large range of update rates and
also allows to adapt the temporal grid dynamically to the
signal structure.

• Parameter quantization resolution As a third possibil-
ity, different resolutions for transmitted parameters can
be used. Choosing a coarser parameter representation
naturally saves in spatial overhead at the expense of
losing some detail in the spatial description. Using low-
resolution parameter descriptions is accommodated by
dedicated tools, such as the adaptive parameter smooth-
ing mechanism (as outlined in Section 4.6.4).

• Parameter choice Finally there is a choice as to how
extensive the transmitted parameterization describes the
original multichannel signal. As an example, the number
of ICC values transmitted to characterize the wideness
of the spatial image may be as low as a single value per
parameter frequency band.

Furthermore, in order not to be limited in audio quality
by the parametric model used to describe the multichannel
signal, a residual coding element is available that enables
the MPEG Surround system to offer quality at the level of
discrete multichannel coding algorithms. The residual cod-
ing tool is outlined in Section 4.5.

Together these scaling dimensions enable the operation
at a wide range of rate/distortion tradeoffs from side in-
formation rates of below 3 kbit/s to 32 kbit/s and above. In
addition MPEG Surround also supports a matrix-surround
mode called Enhanced Matrix Mode, which will be de-
scribed in more detail in Section 4.2.

3.5 Low-Power Processing
The MPEG Surround decoder can be implemented in a

high-quality (HQ) version and a low-power (LP) version.
The LP version is realized by simplifying the most com-
putationally intensive modules of the HQ version, namely,
the QMF filter banks and the decorrelators. Both versions
operate on the same data streams, but the LP version con-
sumes considerably less computational power.

The HQ version employs complex-valued QMF analy-
sis and synthesis filter banks to perform time/frequency
transforms. The LP version halves the complexity by using
real-valued QMF filter banks. Since the real-valued QMF
filter banks are critically sampled, real-valued hybrid data
at parameter band borders are susceptible to aliasing when
they are independently modified by spatial parameters of
large difference. The aliasing problem is especially pro-Fig. 11. Rate/distortion scalability.
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nounced if it occurs in the low-frequency portion of signal
spectrum, or if the signal at a parameter band border has a
tonal characteristic.

To alleviate the aliasing effect, the low-frequency por-
tion of the QMF data is converted to complex values be-
fore spatial synthesis, and converted back to real values
before QMF synthesis. This is achieved by connecting a
“real-to-complex” converter to the low-frequency output
from the QMF analysis filter bank, and a “complex-to-
real” converter to the low-frequency input to the QMF
synthesis filter bank. These new partially complex filter
banks suppress aliasing in the low-frequency spectrum
significantly. This is displayed in Fig. 12, where the real-
valued QMF analysis is followed by a real-to-complex
converter for the lower subbands, and a delay for the
higher subbands. The real-to-complex converter creates a
complex-valued signal from the real-valued signal by
means of filtering, in this way introducing a delay. Hence
the higher subbands not subdued to the real-to-complex
processing need to be delayed as well in order to maintain
synchronization between the low-frequency and high-
frequency parts of the signal. A similar procedure is done
prior to the real-valued QMF synthesis.

For the high-frequency portion of QMF data the tonality
of signals at parameter band borders is estimated. If the
signal is found to be potentially tonal at a parameter band
border, the spatial parameters of the adjacent bands are
replaced by the average of both. This processing for the
real-valued QMF subbands is more or less identical to that
used in the low-power version of SBR in high-efficiency
AAC [26].

While the HQ version employs high-quality lattice IIR
decorrelators (optionally including fractional delays) to
achieve perceptual separation among the upmix signals,
the LP version employs a mixture of the real-valued ver-
sion of the decorrelators described and the low-complexity

decorrelators used in parametric stereo [25]. For certain
decoder configurations where the downmix signal is
mono, a simpler decorrelator structure is used, where the
pre- and postmatrixing operations are merged to facilitate
the reuse of some decorrelated signals in the spatial syn-
thesis process.

4 ADDITIONAL SYSTEM FEATURES

4.1 Matrix Surround Compatibility
Besides a mono or conventional stereo downmix, the

MPEG Surround encoder is also capable of generating a
matrix-surround (MTX) compatible stereo downmix sig-
nal. This feature ensures backward-compatible 5.1 audio
playback on decoders that can only decode the stereo core
bit stream (that is, without the ability to interpret the spa-
tial side information) but are equipped with a matrix-
surround decoder. Moreover, this feature also enables the
so-called enhanced matrix MPEG Surround mode (that is,
a mode without transmission of spatial parameters as side
information), which is discussed further in the next sub-
section. Special care was taken to ensure that the percep-
tual quality of the parameter-based multichannel recon-
struction is not affected by this matrix-surround feature.

The matrix-surround capability is achieved by using a
parameter-controlled postprocessing unit that acts on the
stereo downmix at the encoder side. A block diagram of an
MPEG Surround encoder with this extension is shown in
Fig. 13.

The MTX-enabling postprocessing unit operates in the
QMF domain on the output of the downmix synthesis
block (that is, working on the signals Lout and Rout) and is
controlled by the encoded spatial parameters. Special care
is taken to ensure that the inverse of the postprocessing
matrix exists and can be uniquely determined from the
spatial parameters. Finally the matrix-surround compatible

Fig. 12. Low-power MPEG Surround.
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downmix (LMTX, RMTX) is converted to the time domain
using QMF synthesis filter banks. In the MPEG Surround
decoder the process is reversed, that is, a complementary
preprocessing step is applied to the downmix signal before
entering into the upmix process.

There are several advantages to the scheme described.
First the matrix-surround compatibility comes without any
additional spatial information. (The only information that
has to be transmitted to the decoder is whether the MTX
processing is enabled or disabled.) Second the ability to
invert the matrix-surround compatibility processing guar-
antees that there is no negative effect on the multichannel
reconstruction quality. Third the decoder is also capable of
generating a “regular” stereo downmix from a provided
matrix-surround compatible downmix. Last but not least,
this feature enables an operation mode where MPEG Sur-
round can operate without the use of spatial side informa-
tion (see later).

4.2 Enhanced Matrix Mode
In some application scenarios the transmission of spatial

side information is undesirable, or even impossible. For
example, a specific core coder may not provide the pos-
sibility of transmitting an additional parameter stream.
Also in analog systems, the transmission of additional
digital data can be cumbersome. Thus in order to broaden
the application range of MPEG Surround even further, the
specification also provides an operation mode that does
not rely on any explicit transmission of spatial parameters.
This mode is referred to as enhanced matrix mode and
uses similar principles as matrix-surround systems to con-
vey multichannel audio.

The MPEG Surround encoder is used to generate a ma-
trix-surround compatible stereo signal (as described pre-

viously in the section on matrix-surround compatibility).
Alternatively the stereo signal may be generated using a
conventional matrix-surround encoder. The MPEG Sur-
round decoder is then operated without externally pro-
vided side information. Instead the parameters required for
spatial synthesis are derived from an analysis stage work-
ing on the received downmix. In particular these param-
eters comprise channel level difference (CLD) and inter-
channel cross correlation (ICC) cues estimated between
the left and right matrix-surround compatible downmix
signals. Subsequently these downmix parameters are
mapped to spatial parameters according to the MPEG
Surround format, which can then be used to synthesize
multichannel output by an MPEG Surround spatial syn-
thesis stage. Fig. 14 illustrates this concept. The MPEG
Surround decoder analyzes the downmix and maps the
downmix parameters to the parameters needed for the spa-
tial synthesis.

The enhanced matrix mode thus extends the MPEG Sur-
round operating range in terms of bit rate versus quality.
This is illustrated in Fig. 11. Without transmission of spa-
tial parameters, the enhanced matrix mode outperforms
conventional matrix-surround systems in terms of quality
(see also Section 5).

4.3 Artistic Downmix Handling
Contemporary consumer media of multichannel audio

(DVD-video/audio, SA-CD and so on) in practice deliver
both dedicated multichannel and stereo audio mixes that
are separately stored on the media. Both mixes are created
by a sound engineer who expresses his/her artistic creativ-
ity by “manually” mixing the recorded sound sources us-
ing different mixing parameters and audio effects. This
implies that a stereo downmix, such as the one produced

Fig. 13. MPEG Surround encoder with postprocessing for matrix-surround (MTX) compatible downmix.

Fig. 14. MPEG Surround decoding without side information.
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by the MPEG Surround coder (henceforth referred to as
spatial downmix), may be quite different from the sound
engineer’s stereo downmix (henceforth referred to as ar-
tistic downmix).

In the case of a multichannel audio broadcast using the
MPEG Surround coder, there is a choice as to which
downmix to transmit to the receiver. Transmitting the spa-
tial downmix implies that all listeners not in the possession
of a multichannel decoder would listen to a stereo signal
that does not necessarily reflect the artistic choices of a
sound engineer. In contrast to matrix-surround systems,
however, MPEG Surround allows the artistic downmix to
be transmitted and thus guarantees optimum sound quality
for stereo listeners. In order to minimize potential impair-
ments of the reproduced multichannel sound resulting
from using an artistic downmix signal, several provisions
have been introduced into MPEG Surround, which are
described subsequently.

A first layer of decoder parameters transforms the ar-
tistic downmix such that some of the statistical properties
of the transformed artistic downmix match those of the
MPEG Surround downmix. In addition a second enhance-
ment layer transforms the artistic downmix such that a
waveform match with the spatial downmix is achieved.

A match of the statistical properties is obtained by com-
puting frequency-dependent gain parameters for each
downmix channel at the encoder side. These parameters
match the energy of the artistic downmix channels to the
energy of the corresponding spatial downmix channels.
These so-called artistic downmix gains (ADGs) employ
the same time–frequency grid as the spatial parameters.

In order to obtain a (complete or band-limited) wave-
form reconstruction of the MPEG Surround downmix in
the decoder, the encoder computes enhancement signals.
These signals are very similar to the residual signals in the
spatial synthesis in the sense that they complement the
parametric reconstruction by the ADGs, obtaining a wave-
form match. Therefore these enhancement signals, or ar-
tistic downmix residuals, are coded as residual signals.
(See Section 4.5 for a more in-depth description of re-
sidual coding.) The support for artistic downmix residual
is not part of the baseline MPEG Surround profile as out-
lined in Section 4.7.3.

4.4 MPEG Surround Binaural Rendering
One of the most recent extensions of MPEG Surround is

the capability to render a three-dimensional/binaural ste-
reo output. Using this mode, consumers can experience a
three-dimensional virtual multichannel loudspeaker setup
when listening over headphones. Especially for mobile
devices (such as mobile DVB-H receivers) this extension
is of significant interest.

Two distinct use cases are supported. The first use case
is referred to as binaural decoding. In this case a conven-
tional MPEG Surround downmix/spatial parameter bit
stream is decoded using a so-called binaural decoding
mode. This mode generates a stereo signal that evokes a
(virtual) multichannel audio experience when played over
legacy stereo headphones.

In the second use case, referred to as three-dimensional,
the binaural rendering process is applied at the encoder
side. As a result, legacy stereo devices will automatically
render a virtual multichannel setup over headphones. If the
same (three-dimensional) bit stream is decoded by an
MPEG Surround decoder attached to a multichannel loud-
speaker system, the transmitted three-dimensional down-
mix can be converted to (standard) multichannel signals
optimized for loudspeakers.

Within MPEG Surround both use cases are covered us-
ing a new technique for binaural synthesis. Conventional
binaural synthesis algorithms typically use head-related
transfer functions (HRTFs). These transfer functions de-
scribe the acoustic pathway from a sound source position
to both ear drums. The synthesis process comprises con-
volution of each virtual sound source with a pair of HRTFs
(such as 2N convolutions, with N being the number of
sound sources). In the context of MPEG surround, this
method has several disadvantages:

• Individual (virtual) loudspeaker signals are required for
HRTF convolution. Within MPEG surround this means
that multichannel decoding is required as intermediate
step.

• It is virtually impossible to undo or invert the encoder-
side HRTF processing at the decoder (which is needed
in the second use case for loudspeaker playback).

• Convolution is most efficiently applied in the FFT do-
main while MPEG Surround operates in the QMF domain.

To circumvent these potential problems, MPEG Sur-
round binaural synthesis is based on new technology that
operates in the QMF domain without (intermediate) mul-
tichannel decoding. The incorporation of this technology
in the two different use cases is outlined in the following
sections. A more detailed description can be found in [17].

4.4.1 Binaural Decoding in MPEG Surround
The binaural decoding scheme is outlined in Fig. 15.

The MPEG Surround bit stream is decomposed into a
downmix bit stream and spatial parameters. The downmix
decoder produces conventional mono or stereo signals that
are subsequently converted to the hybrid QMF domain by
means of the MPEG Surround QMF analysis filter bank. A
binaural synthesis stage generates the (hybrid QMF-
domain) binaural output by means of a two-channels-in,
two-channels-out matrix operation. Hence no intermediate
multichannel upmix is required. The matrix elements re-
sult from a combination of the transmitted spatial param-
eters and HRTF data. The hybrid QMF synthesis filter
bank generates the time-domain binaural output signal.

In case of a mono downmix, the 2 × 2 binaural synthesis
matrix has as inputs the mono downmix signal and the
same signal processed by a decorrelator. In case of a stereo
downmix, the left and right downmix channels form the
input of the 2 × 2 synthesis matrix.

The parameter combiner that generates binaural synthe-
sis parameters can operate in two modes. The first mode is
a high-quality mode, in which HRTFs of arbitrary length
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can be modeled very accurately. The resulting 2 × 2 syn-
thesis matrix for this mode can have multiple taps in the
time (slot) direction. The second mode is a low-
complexity mode. In this mode the 2 × 2 synthesis matrix
has a single tap in the time direction and is real-valued for
approximately 90% of the signal bandwidth. It is espe-
cially suitable for low-complexity operation and/or short
(anechoic) HRTFs. An additional advantage of the low-
complexity mode is the fact that the 2 × 2 synthesis matrix
can be inverted, which is an interesting property for the
second use case, as outlined subsequently.

4.4.2 MPEG Surround and Three-Dimensional
Stereo

In this use case the three-dimensional processing is ap-
plied in the encoder, resulting in a three-dimensional ste-
reo downmix that can be played over headphones on
legacy stereo devices. A binaural synthesis module is ap-
plied as a postprocess after spatial encoding in the hybrid
QMF domain, in a similar fashion as the matrix-surround
compatibility mode (see Section 2.5). The three-
dimensional encoder scheme is outlined in Fig. 16. Its
postprocess comprises the same invertible 2 × 2 synthesis
matrix as used in the low-complexity binaural decoder,
which is controlled by a combination of HRTF data and

extracted spatial parameters. The HRTF data can be trans-
mitted as part of the MPEG Surround bit stream using a
very efficient parameterized representation.

The corresponding decoder for loudspeaker playback is
shown in Fig. 17. A three-dimensional/binaural inversion
stage operates as preprocess before spatial decoding in the
hybrid QMF domain, ensuring maximum quality for mul-
tichannel reconstruction.

4.5 Residual Coding
While a precise parametric model of the spatial sound

image is a sound basis for achieving a high multichannel
audio quality at low bit rates, it is also known that para-
metric coding schemes alone are usually not able to scale
up all the way in quality to a “transparent” representation
of sound, as this can only be achieved by using a fully
discrete multichannel coding technique, requiring a much
higher bit rate.

In order to bridge this gap between the audio quality of
a parametric description and transparent audio quality, the
MPEG Surround coder supports a hybrid coding tech-
nique. The nonparametric part of this hybrid coding
scheme is referred to as residual coding.

As described before, a multichannel signal is down-
mixed and spatial cues are extracted. During the process of

Fig. 15. Binaural decoder schematic.

Fig. 16. Three-dimensional encoder schematic.
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downmixing, residual signals are calculated, which repre-
sent the error signal. These signals can be discarded, as
their perceptual relevance is rather low. In the hybrid ap-
proach these residual signals, or a band-limited version
thereof, are encoded and transmitted to (partially) replace
the decorrelated signals in the decoder, as illustrated in
Fig. 18. This provides a waveform match between the
original and the decoded multichannel audio signals for
the transmitted bandwidth.

The (band-limited) residual signals are encoded by an
encoder conforming to the MPEG-2 AAC low-complexity
profile [27]. The resulting AAC frames are embedded in

the spatial bit stream as individual channel stream ele-
ments, which is illustrated in Fig. 19. Transients in the
residual signals are handled by utilizing the AAC block
switching mechanism and temporal noise shaping (TNS)
[28]. For arbitrary downmix residuals (Section 4.3), chan-
nel pair elements as defined for the MPEG-2 AAC low-
complexity profile [27] are used as well.

A tradeoff between bit-rate increase and multichannel
audio quality can be made by selecting appropriate residual
bandwidths and corresponding bit rates. After encoding,
the MPEG Surround bit stream is scalable in the sense that
the residual signal related data can be stripped from the bit

Fig. 17. Three-dimensional decoder for loudspeaker playback.

Fig. 18. Complementary decorrelated and residual signals combined into a hybrid signal.

Fig. 19. Embedding of residual-signal bit-stream elements for each OTT and TTT element in spatial audio bit stream.
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stream, thus lowering the bit rate, such that an MPEG
Surround decoder reverts back to fully parametric operation
(that is, using decorrelator outputs for the entire frequency
range). Listening test results have shown that a significant
quality gain is obtainable by utilizing residual signals.

4.6 Other Tools

4.6.1 Quantization and Lossless Coding
MPEG Surround provides quantization mechanisms tai-

lored individually to each type of parameter in combina-
tion with a set of sophisticated entropy coding techniques,
thus striving to minimize the amount of spatial side infor-
mation while at the same time offering the best possible
multichannel audio quality.

Depending on the parameter type, specific quantization
schemes are used. Whereas, for example, the inter-channel
correlation (ICC) parameters are quantized with as few as
eight quantization steps, the channel-prediction coeffi-
cients (CPC) used in the TTT box call for a much higher
precision of up to 51 quantization steps. Both uniform
quantization (such as for CPCs) and nonuniform quanti-
zation [such as for channel level differences (CLDs)] are
used for some parameter types. Some of the quantization
mechanisms can be switched in their resolution to accom-
modate further reduction of the side information in the
case of very low-bit-rate application scenarios. For in-
stance, it is possible to switch to a coarse CPC quantiza-
tion mode, where the coder only makes use of every sec-
ond quantization step. (See also subsection on rate/
distortion scalability.)

For further saving of side information, entropy coding is
applied to the majority of the quantized parameters, gen-
erally as a combination of differential coding and Huffman
coding. (Only the guided envelope shaping tool makes use
of a combination of run length coding and Huffman cod-
ing.) Differential coding is conducted relative to neighbor
parameter values in either frequency or time directions.
Differential coding over time can be conducted relative to
the value in the predecessor frame or between values
within the same frame. A special case of differential cod-
ing is the so-called pilot-based coding, where the differ-
ences of a whole set of parameters are calculated relative
to one separately transmitted constant value called the pi-
lot value.

The differentially encoded coefficients are subsequently
entropy coded using one- or two-dimensional Huffman
codebooks. In case of a two-dimensional Huffman table,
the pair of values which is represented by one Huffman
code word belong to parameters neighboring in either the
frequency or time direction. In order to keep the code-
books as small as possible, symmetries within the statis-
tical distribution of the differentially encoded parameters
are exploited by applying the same Huffman code words
to groups of equally likely parameter tuples. Each of these
entropy coding schemes can be combined with any of the
differential encoding schemes mentioned, and there are
separate Huffman codebooks that were trained for every
parameter type and coding scheme.

Finally, for the rare case of outlier signal statistics
where none of these entropy coding schemes results in a
sufficiently low bit consumption, a grouped PCM coding
scheme is available as a fall-back strategy, which con-
sumes a fixed average number of bits per transmitted
coefficient (which is only determined by the number
of quantization steps). Thus an upper limit of the side
information bit rate per MPEG Surround frame can be
guaranteed.

4.6.2 Subband Domain Temporal
Processing (STP)

In order to synthesize decorrelation between output
channels a certain amount of diffuse sound is generated by
the spatial decoder’s decorrelator units and mixed with the
“direct” (nondecorrelated) sound. In general the diffuse-
signal temporal envelope does not match the direct signal
envelope, resulting in a temporal smearing of transients.

For low-bit-rate applications the subband domain tem-
poral processing (STP) tool can be activated to render
temporal shaping since only a binary shaping decision
needs to be coded for each upmix channel. STP mitigates
the aforementioned smeared-transient effect by shaping
the envelope of the diffuse signal portion of each upmix
channel to approximately match the temporal shape of the
transmitted downmix signal.

A schematic of the tool is shown in Fig. 20. If STP is
activated, the direct and the diffuse signal contributions to
the final upmix signal are synthesized separately. To com-
pute the shaping factors for the diffuse signal portion, the
temporal energy envelope of the downmixed direct portion
of the upmix signal and the temporal energy envelope of
the diffuse portion of each upmix channel are estimated.
The shaping factors are computed as the ratio between the
two energy envelopes. The shaping factors are subjected to
some postprocessing to achieve a compromise between
restoring a crisp transient effect and avoiding potential
distortions before being applied to the high-frequency part
of the diffuse signals. Finally each shaped diffuse signal is
combined with its corresponding direct signal to recon-
struct the particular upmix channel.

4.6.3 Guided Envelope Shaping (GES)
While the STP tool is suitable for enhancing the sub-

jective quality of, for example, applause-like signals, it is
still subject to some limitations:

• The spatial redistribution of single, pronounced transient
events in the sound stage is limited by the temporal
resolution of the spatial upmix, which may span several
attacks at different spatial locations.

• The temporal shaping of diffuse sound may lead to char-
acteristic distortions when applied in a rigorous way.

The guided envelope shaping (GES) tool provides en-
hanced temporal and spatial quality for such signals
while avoiding distortion problems. An overview of the
GES tool placement in the processing chain is provided in
Fig. 21.
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Additional side information is transmitted by the en-
coder to describe the broad-band fine-grain temporal en-
velope structure of the individual channels, and thus allow
for sufficient temporal/spatial shaping of the upmix chan-
nel signals at the decoder side. In the decoder the basic
upmix is performed separately for the direct and diffuse
signal parts. The associated GES processing only alters the
direct part of the upmix signal in a channel, thus promot-
ing the perception of transient direction (precedence ef-
fect) and avoiding additional distortion.

Since the diffuse signal also contributes to the overall
energy balance of the upmixed signal, GES accounts for
this by calculating a modified broad-band scaling factor
from the transmitted information that is applied solely to
the direct signal part. The factor is chosen such that the
overall energy in a given time interval is approximately
the same as if the original factor had been applied to both
the direct and the diffuse parts of the signal. Finally direct
and diffuse signal parts are mixed and passed on to the
synthesis filter-bank stage.

Using GES the best subjective audio quality for ap-
plause-like signals is obtained if a coarse spectral resolu-

tion of the spatial cues is chosen. In this case use of the
GES tool does not necessarily increase the average spatial
side information bit rate, since spectral resolution is traded
advantageously for temporal resolution.

4.6.4 Adaptive Parameter Smoothing
For low-bit-rate scenarios it is desirable to employ a

coarse quantization for the spatial parameters in order to
reduce the required bit rate as much as possible. This may
result in artifacts for certain kinds of signals. Especially in
the case of stationary and tonal signals, modulation arti-
facts may be introduced by frequent toggling of the pa-
rameters between adjacent quantizer steps. For slowly
moving point sources the coarse quantization results in a
step-by-step panning rather than a continuous movement
of the source and is thus usually perceived as an artifact.
The adaptive parameter smoothing tool, which is applied
on the decoder side, is designed to address these artifacts
by temporally smoothing the dequantized parameters for
signal portions with the described characteristics. The
adaptive smoothing process is controlled from the encoder
by transmitting additional side information.

Fig. 20. Subband temporal processing (STP).

Fig. 21. Guided envelope shaping (GES).
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4.6.5 Channel Configurations
In Section 4.2.3 the tree-based spatial parameterization

for the standard 5.1-channel configuration was described.
In addition to this, MPEG Surround supports almost arbi-
trary channel configurations by extending the tree struc-
tures shown in Figs. 8 and 9 by additional OTT elements.
For 7.1 material (with either four surround channels or,
alternatively, five front channels) dedicated 7–2–7 tree
configurations are defined using a stereo downmix. Fur-
thermore there are 7–5–7 trees defined that convey a 5.1
downmix of the original 7.1-channel configuration.

In order to enable flexible support of arbitrary channel
configurations, a so-called arbitrary tree extension mecha-
nism is available in MPEG Surround, which can extend
any of the previously defined tree configurations by addi-
tional subtrees built from only OTT modules. For reasons
of complexity, decorrelation is not included in these ad-
ditional OTT modules.

When considering playback of MPEG Surround coded
material on a device that only provides stereo output (such
as a portable music player), a stereo downmix, if available,
can be played back directly without any MPEG Surround
decoding. In case of a 5–1–5 configuration using a mono
downmix it is, however, more desirable to play back a
stereo dowmix of the coded 5.1 signal than to play just the
mono downmix. In order to avoid the computational com-
plexity of a full MPEG Surround decoding to 5.1 channels,
followed by a downmix from this 5.1 signal to stereo, a
dedicated stereo-output decoding mode is defined for
MPEG Surround coded material using a 5–1–5 configura-
tion. In this mode spatial parameters of a virtual stereo
downmix are calculated directly in the parameter domain,
based on the received spatial side information. This results
in just a single pair of CLD and ICC parameters for one
OTT module that generates the desired stereo output from
the mono downmix, similar to plain parametric stereo
coding.

4.7 System Aspects

4.7.1 Carriage of Side Information
In order to achieve backward compatibility with legacy

devices that are not aware of MPEG Surround, the spatial
side information needs to be embedded in the transmitted
downmix signal in a backward-compatible manner, such
that the downmix itself can still be decoded by the devices.
Depending on the technology used to code and transmit
the downmix, different embedding mechanisms for MPEG
Surround are defined.

In case of the downmix being coded with MPEG-1/2
Layer I/II/III perceptual audio coders, the spatial side in-
formation is embedded in the ancillary data part of the
downmix bit stream. Detection of the embedded spatial
side information is achieved by means of a dedicated sync
word, and the consistency of the embedded data is verified
using a CRC mechanism.

In case of the downmix being coded with MPEG-2/4
AAC, the extension payload data container of the fill el-

ements available in the AAC bit-stream syntax is used to
identify and convey the spatial side information. If required,
the spatial side information associated with one MPEG Sur-
round frame can be split and carried in several fill elements,
and also distributed over several subsequent AAC frames.
If HE-AAC (MPEG-4 high efficiency AAC) [26] is used
as the downmix coder, both SBR and MPEG Surround
side information can be embedded at the same time.

When MPEG Surround is used in an MPEG-4 systems
environment, the spatial side information can be either
embedded in the downmix bit stream (as described) or, al-
ternatively, conveyed as a separate elementary stream (ES)
that depends on the ES carrying the coded downmix itself.

Furthermore it is possible to embed the spatial side in-
formation as buried data [29] in a PCM waveform repre-
sentation of the downmix. For this, a randomized version
of the spatial side information is embedded in the least
significant bits of the PCM downmix. This bit-stream em-
bedding is rendered inaudible by employing subtractively
dithered noise shaping controlled by the masked threshold
of the downmix signal. This PCM buried data technique
allows to store MPEG Surround side information, for ex-
ample, on a regular audio CD, and to transmit it over
digital audio interfaces such as S/P-DIF and AES/EBU in
a backward-compatible manner.

While the MPEG Surround standard defines the car-
riage of the spatial side information for the MPEG family
of perceptual audio codecs (and for PCM waveforms),
MPEG Surround can be used in combination with any
other downmix coding and transmission system. To this
end it is merely necessary to define a way how the spatial
side information is embedded in the downmix or conveyed
in parallel to the downmix signal.

4.7.2 Efficient Combination with HE-AAC
When MPEG Surround is used in combination with a

downmix coded with HE-AAC, it is of interest to note that
both systems make use of a 64-band QMF bank of the
same type. Therefore it is possible to connect the MPEG
Surround decoder directly to the output of an HE-AAC
downmix decoder in the QMF signal domain. This direct
connection avoids the QMF synthesis at the output of the
HE-AAC decoder and the QMF analysis at the input of the
MPEG Surround decoder, which would be necessary if
both decoders were connected using the normal time-
domain representation of the downmix signal. In this way
the overall computational complexity of an integrated HE-
AAC and MPEG Surround decoder is reduced signifi-
cantly for both high-quality and low-power processing.

4.7.3 MPEG Surround Profiles and Levels
MPEG defines decoder profiles as technology sets to be

used for certain application fields and ensuring interoper-
ability on a bit-stream basis. Currently there is a single
baseline MPEG Surround profile available. The following
tools are contained in this profile:

• Artistic downmix functionality
• Matrix compatibility
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• Enhanced matrix mode decoding
• Temporal shaping
• Residual coding (not including artistic downmix residuals)
• Binaural decoding
• Three-dimensional audio decoding
• Low-power decoding.

This profile is further subdivided into six hierarchical
levels, which come with an increasing number of output
channels, range of sampling rates, and bandwidth of the
residual signal when advancing to a higher level. Table 1
lists the supported tree configurations, maximum number
of audio output channels, availability of residual coding,
and complexity for each level.

Level 1 allows for stereo output of multichannel content
with and without the use of binaural rendering techniques.
It is ideally suited for mobile devices that are equipped
with stereo loudspeakers or headphones and exhibits very
low computational complexity. This level includes the
ability to upmix from a mono-based operation to stereo
loudspeaker reproduction, the 5–1–2 mode with 5–1–5
streams. Levels 2 and 3 offer in addition discrete 5.1 out-
put for loudspeakers. Levels 4 and 5 extend to 7.1 output,
while Level 6 can handle up to 32 channels and operate at
up to 96-kHz sampling rate.

Independently from this level hierarchy, an MPEG Sur-
round decoder can be implemented either as a high-quality
(HQ) decoder or as a low-power (LP) decoder in order to
optimally support both stationary equipment as well as
battery-powered mobile devices.

The worst-case decoding complexity in terms of pro-
cessor complexity units (PCUs) and RAM complexity
units (RCUs) is listed in Table 2 for the different levels.

Processor complexity units are specified in MOPS, and
RAM complexity units are expressed in kwords (1000
words), that is, the native data representation of the com-
puting platform (16, 24, or 32 bit). Both HQ and LP op-
eration is shown. The MPEG Surround decoder introduces
a total delay of 1281 samples for the HQ decoder and 1601
samples for the LP decoder.

For the combination of MPEG Surround decoding with
an HE-AAC core decoder, the complexity savings due to
sharing QMF filter banks apply as mentioned in the pre-
vious section. This leads to low total complexity numbers
for a combined 525 system (in PCU/RCU assuming level
2), where for each of the two stereo channels two QMF
filter-bank stages with an associated individual complexity
of 1.5/0.5 (HQ) or 1.0/0.5 (LP) are omitted:

High quality 28/23 (saves 6/2)
Low power 15/17 (saves 4/2)

Here the LP operation for a combined HE-AAC + MPEG
Surround decoder comes with a significant reduction in
processing complexity of almost 50% when compared to
HQ operation. The performance differences between both
modes are discussed in the next section.

5 PERFORMANCE

In the period between August 2006 and January 2007,
MPEG conducted a formal verification test for the MPEG
Surround specification [30]. Such a test is not only a vali-
dation of the standardized technology but it also provides
relevant test data on MPEG Surround to the interested
industry. For this purpose two use cases relevant to indus-
try were considered, a DVB-oriented use case and a mu-
sic-store/portable player use case. An additional test was
included to evaluate the difference between the HQ and
LP decoding modes of MPEG Surround. A total of 148
subjects at eight different test sites participated in a total of
five different tests. All tests were conducted conforming to
the MUSHRA [31] test methodology and included a ref-
erence and a 3.5-kHz low-pass anchor.

5.1 DVB-Oriented Use Case
The test conditions for the DVB-oriented use case strive

to compare MPEG Surround in DVB-like applications
with other potential MPEG Audio solutions for that space.
With reference to labels of the results for this multichannel
test in Fig. 22, two scenarios are covered:

• The establishment of a new service, for which a stereo
backward compatible part at highest quality per bit is
desired. For this scenario, MPEG-4 high-efficiency
AAC in combination with MPEG Surround (HE-
AAC_MPS) is compared with discrete multichannel
MPEG-4 HE AAC (HE-AAC_MC) at bit rates of 64 and
160 kbit/s total.

• The extension of an existing stereo service with sur-
round sound in a backward-compatible fashion. For this
scenario MPEG-1 Layer 2 (as is currently employed in
DVB) is extended with MPEG Surround (Layer2_MPS)

Table 1. Levels of baseline profile.

Level
Tree

Configuration

Maximum
Output

Channels
Maximum

Fs

Residual
Coding

1 515, 525, 727 2.0 48 kHz N/A
2 515, 525, 727 5.1 48 kHz N/A
3 515, 525, 727 5.1 48 kHz Yes
4 515, 525, 727 7.1 48 kHz Yes
5 515, 525, 757, 727 7.1 48 kHz Yes
6 515, 525, 757, 727,

plus arbitrary
tree extension

32 incl.
4 LFE

96 kHz Yes

Table 2. Processor and RAM complexity
depending on decoder level and operation.

Level
PCU
(HQ)

RCU
(HQ)

PCU
(LP)

RCU
(LP)

1 12 5 6 4
2 25 15 12 11
3 25 15 12 11
4 34 21 17 15
5 34 21 17 15
6

(fs � 48 kHz)
70 38 44 32
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at a total rate of 256 kbit/s. This mode is compared to
Dolby Prologic II encoding and decoding using
MPEG-1 Layer 2 at 256 kbit/s for coding the downmix
(Layer2_DPL2).

In addition to this multichannel test a corresponding
downmix test has been performed to verify the MPEG
Surround downmix quality.

From the results in Fig. 22 it can be concluded that
MPEG Surround provides improved coding efficiency at
low bit rates and equal quality, while including backward-
compatible downmix at higher bit rates. This makes it a
perfect candidate for upgrading existing DVB broadcast-
ing services to surround sound. In addition MPEG Sur-
round is vastly superior to the matrixed system at the same
total bit rate.

5.2 Music-Store/Portable Player Use Case
The test conditions for this use case strive to test the

performance of MPEG Surround in music-store-like ap-
plications. With reference to the labels of the results for
this multichannel test in Fig. 23, a scenario is envisioned
where an online music store selling stereo material using
AAC at 160 kbit/s extends the service to provide multi-
channel content in a backward-compatible way. This is
achieved by providing in addition low-bit-rate MPEG Sur-
round data (AAC_MPS). Hence a consumer can play the
backward-compatible part on his/her legacy stereo player

while enjoying a multichannel experience when playing
the content at home using an MPEG Surround enabled
multichannel setup.

This point of operation is compared to MPEG Surround
decoding of the AAC_MPS bit streams in enhanced matrix
mode (AAC_MPS_EMM, not employing the spatial
side information) and Dolby Prologic encoding and de-
coding using AAC at 160 kbit/s for coding the downmix
(AAC_DPLII).

From the results in Fig. 23 it is concluded that MPEG
Surround at 192 kbit/s provides excellent multichannel
quality, thus being very attractive for upgrading existing
electronic music-store services. In the enhanced matrix
decoding mode, where the side information is not ex-
ploited, the results are still well within the “good” quality
range. Nevertheless, the MPEG Surround enhanced matrix
mode shows to be superior to legacy matrix technology
(Dolby Prologic II).

An additional headphone test has been conducted in
order to assess the quality of the binaural decoding capa-
bility of MPEG Surround, particularly for this music-store
use case. With reference to the labels of the results for this
binaural test in Fig. 24, three configurations were tested.
High-quality binaural decoding (AAC_MPS_BIN) and
low-complexity binaural decoding combined with low-
power MPEG Surround decoding (AAC_MPS_BIN_LC)
at a total of 191 kbit/s for stereo head-phone listening at
home. Reference signals have been created by applying

Fig. 22. Test results for DVB oriented use case.
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HRTF filtering to the MPEG Surround multichannel out-
put (AAC_MPS_BIN_Reference) and the multichannel
original (reference). The low-pass anchor is the 3.5-kHz
bandwidth limitation of the reference. Note that residual
signals are not used in the binaural decoding mode. The
results in Fig. 24 show that MPEG Surround binaural ren-
dering offers excellent quality.

5.3 Additional Tests
An additional technology-driven test shows that the

sound quality of the LP version is statistically comparable
to the sound quality of the HQ version. Moreover, as
shown in Table 2, the LP version requires only about half
the power consumption and three quarters the RAM re-
quirement of the HQ version. A number of further test
results from earlier evaluations of other operating points
within the wide range of possible MPEG Surround oper-
ating conditions can be found, for example, in [18].

6 APPLICATIONS

MPEG Surround enables a wide range of applications.
Among the many conceivable applications are music
download services, streaming music services/Internet ra-
dios, digital audio broadcasting, multichannel teleconfer-
encing, and audio for games.

MPEG Surround is perfectly suited for digital audio
broadcasting. Given its inherent backward compatibility

and low overhead of the side information, MPEG Sur-
round can be introduced in existing systems without ren-
dering legacy receivers obsolete. Legacy and stereo-only
receivers will simply play the stereo downmix, whereas an
MPEG Surround enabled receiver will play the true mul-
tichannel signal. Test transmissions using over the air
transmission of MPEG Surround and Eureka digital audio
broadcasting (DAB) have been carried out on several oc-
casions, as well as test transmissions using MPEG Sur-
round with HDC (the U.S. terrestrial digital radio system).

Given the ability to do surround sound with low over-
head and the ability to do binaural rendering, MPEG Sur-
round is ideal for the introduction of multichannel sound
on portable devices. As one very attractive example, an
Internet music store can upgrade its content to surround
and—using an MPEG Surround enabled portable player—
the user can get a surround sound experience over
headphones. When connecting the portable player to a
surround sound AV receiver by means of a cradle or dock-
ing station, the content can be played over loudspeakers
in true surround sound. As is always the case with MPEG
Surround, legacy devices will not take notice of the
MPEG Surround data and play the backward-compatible
downmix.

The existing DVB-T system uses MPEG-1 Layer 2 and
can only be expanded to multichannel by means of simul-
cast, at high bit-rate penalty, or by matrix-surround sys-
tems, resulting in low multichannel audio quality. MPEG

Fig. 23. Test results for music-store/portable player use case.
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Surround effectively solves these problems. An MPEG
Surround decoder can be introduced in the set-top box,
decoding the Layer 2 downmix and the MPEG Surround
data into a multichannel signal. This enables a DVB-T
system to be upgraded to surround sound by simply offer-
ing new MPEG Surround enabled set-top boxes to cus-
tomers who wish to have surround sound TV. Legacy
receivers will decode the Layer 2 downmix as usual, not
affected by the MPEG Surround data. Test transmissions
have been carried out successfully using MPEG Surround
over DVB-T.

7 CONCLUSIONS

After several years of intense development, the spatial
audio coding (SAC) approach has proven to be extremely
successful for bit-rate-efficient and backward-compatible
representation of multichannel audio signals. Based on
these principles, the MPEG Surround technology has been
under standardization within the ISO/MPEG group for
about two years. This paper describes the technical archi-
tecture and capabilities of the MPEG Surround technology
and its most recent extensions.

Most importantly, MPEG Surround enables the trans-
mission of multichannel signals at data rates close to the
rates used for the representation of two-channel (or even
monophonic) audio. It allows for a wide range of scalabil-

ity with respect to the side information rate, which helps to
cover almost any conceivable application scenario. Listen-
ing tests confirm the feasibility of this concept. Good mul-
tichannel audio quality can be achieved down to very low
side information rates (such as 3 kbit/s). Conversely, using
higher rates allows approaching the audio quality of a fully
discrete multichannel transmission. Along with the basic
coding functionality, MPEG Surround provides a plethora
of useful features that further increase its attractiveness
(such as support for artistic downmix, full matrix-surround
compatibility, and binaural decoding) and may promote a
quick adoption in the marketplace. Finally MPEG Sur-
round enables the use of multichannel audio on portable
devices because of the low overhead of the spatial data and
the binaural rendering capabilities.
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